IPC COMMITTEES AND WORKING GROUPS 2013

AS APPROVED BY IPC PLENARY MEETING, BANJA LUKA, BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA
26 – 27 JANUARY 2013

Resulting from a resolution carried at the 2011 IPC Plenary Meeting, all those on Committees and Working Groups are classed as Members, with voting rights. Thus there is no longer any ‘Member’/Advisor distinction on IPC Committees and Working Groups.

FREEFALL STYLE AND ACCURACY LANDING
Chair: Günter Berendt
Deputy Chair: Igor Tiorlo
Members: James Hayhurst
          John Smyth
          Jiri Blaska
          Mirko Münger
          Christian Lubbe

FORMATION SKYDIVING
Chair: Trude Sviggum
Deputy Chair: Philippe Schorno
Members: Peter Stræde
         Rainer ‘Exi’ Hoenle
         Eric Heinsheimer
         Sara Sacchet
         Mark Szulmayer
         Jeremie Rollett
         Kirk Verner

CANOPY FORMATION
Chair: Lindy Rochow-Williams
Deputy Chair: Barry McAuley
Members: Marylou Laughlin
         Pasi Pirttikoski
         Henny Wiggers
         Pia Berggren
         Julia Sotnikova
         Susan Dixon
         Bernard Nicolas

ARTISTIC EVENTS
Chair: Ronald Overdijk
Deputy Chair: Elisabet Mikaelsson
Members: Niels-Christian Levin Hansen
         Phillipe Schorno
         Claire King
         Silvia Wagner
         Ray Williams
         Alia Ananina
         Tamara Koyn
## PARA SKI
Chair | Michael Egger  
Deputy Chair | Henny Wiggers  
Members | Emil Franek, Richard ‘Buzz’ Bennett, Ulf Tingnert, Doris Merz-Hunziker, Mark Potapov, Günter Berendt, Gernot Rittenschober

## CANOPY PILOTING * (see note below)
Chair | Rainer ‘Exi’ Hoenle  
Deputy Chair | Jacqui Bruwer  
Members | Alberto Martin Paracuellos, Marylou Laughlin, Jan Andersson, Ian Bobo, Barry McAuley, Henny Wiggers, Christian ‘Wuzi’ Wagner

## JUDGES COMMITTEE
Chair | Pia Berggren  
Deputy Chair | Sara Sacchet  
Members | Doris Merz-Hunziker, Barry McAuley, Günter Berendt, Susan Dixon, Karla Cole, Lindy Rochow-Williams, Gillian Rayner

## TECHNICAL & SAFETY
Chair | Niels-Christian Levin Hansen  
Deputy Chair | Alberto Martin Paracuellos  
Members | Faye Cox, Jacqui Bruwer, James Hayhurst, Liam McNulty

## RULES & REGULATIONS COMMITTEE
Chair | Richard ‘Buzz’ Bennett  
Deputy Chair | Doris Merz-Hunziker  
Members | Gillian Rayner, Elisabet Mikaelsson, Susan Dixon, Liam McNulty, Ronald Overdijk, Mubarak alswilim, James Hayhurst
FINANCE WORKING GROUP
Chair Richard ‘Buzz’ Bennett
Members Doris Merz-Hunziker
Johann Gritsch

WINGSUIT WORKING GROUP (Temporary)
Chair Ronald Overdijk
Members Taya Weiss
Elisabet Mikaelsson
Jarno Cordia
James Hayhurst

- Canopy Piloting Committee
Post-Plenary the Deputy Chair of the CP Committee was changed from Alberto Martin Paracuellos to Jacqui Bruwer. This was because Alberto Martin Paracuellos is Deputy Chair of the T&S Committee and the rules do not allow a person to be a Chair or Deputy Chair of two Committees.